SENSATION CHARADES
PURPOSE
This is an activity that can be used to practice identifying and naming sensations in a playful way.
It can be used to explore and deepen body awareness, to learn to notice the immediate experience
of sensation, and as a stepping-stone skill toward discerning among sensations, emotions, thoughts,
and behaviours.

INSTRUCTIONS
With a partner, each person will take a turn describing sensations, while the other person tries to
guess what item or situation the person is referring to. It is more important that the person describing
sensations is accurately reflecting their own experience, regardless of whether the other person can
guess accurately or not. It can be fun to compare what the description evokes for each person, even
if entirely different. Rather than guessing, each person can just take turns practicing identifying
sensations.
Choose a word card and take a few moments to imagine and visualize this item in your mind. Really
fill in the details, allowing your imagination to shape it in whatever way makes the most sense to
you. Use your senses to help you: what do you imagine you hear, see, smell, taste, and feel (with
your sense of touch)?
Using only descriptions of sensations, describe your word (without using the actual word) to your
partner. Try not to get abstract describing metaphors or memories, just describe the sensations
(taste, touch, inside feeling, quality of sound or smell). You can use a list of common sensation words
to help with this. Use some of these beginning phrases to help you describe sensations:

WHEN I TOUCH IT, MY FINGERS FEEL …
WHEN I SMELL IT, MY NOSE FEELS OR SENSES …
WHEN I TASTE IT, MY TONGUE AND MOUTH FEEL …
WHEN I VISUALIZE IT, I CAN FEEL OR SENSE ________ IN MY BELLY

(OR CHEST, OR HANDS, OR ARMS).

WHEN I IMAGINE HEARING IT, THE REST OF MY BODY RESPONDS BY …
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SENSATION CHARADES

COTTON BALL

CAMPFIRE
SMOKE

TOES PINCHED
IN TOO SMALL
SHOES

CHICKEN
SOUP

A CANDIED
APPLE

WAKING
UP FROM A
GOOD SLEEP

SANDPAPER

GINGER ALE

ICE SKATING

SNOWFLAKE

HOLDING A
FRESHLY
CAUGHT FISH IN
YOUR HANDS

BLACK LICORICE
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